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Brief introduction of the NER problem
NER: Name Entity Recognition
Some facts about the South Asian Languages (SAL)

NER for SAL
Some previous work
Task description and annotation guidelines
Example of annotation data format
Example of annotation with Sanchay



Expressions which refer to very specific ‘things’
For which the referent is a rigid designator
Rigid designator:

Picks out the same thing in all possible worlds (Kripke)

Search for “named entity recognition” in a search engine
Especially look at the Wikipedia page

Some good references



Are proper nouns named entities?

Not necessarily, but with high probability
Not all proper nouns are named entities in all 
contexts

saba aanand hii aanand hai
(There is bliss everywhere)



Expressions other than proper nouns could be named 
entities

The President of America in 2001

Depends on the context
As usual: with language

Interesting aside:
We will usually mark ‘President of America’ as an NE
Not ‘the President of America in 2001’

Which is actually more correct (see definition above)
Just shows that we make compromises in NLP



NER: (automatically) recognizing named entities (NEs) 
in a given text

Includes labeling: identifying the type of NE

Could be purely based
Capitalization, gazetteers, patterns etc.
Some kind of logic (logical calculus?)



Or machine learning based
Supervised: Give some annotated data and the system learns
Unsupervised: Learn from unannotated data

Or hybrid: rules plus machine learning
Like any other problem in NLP



Many major and numerous minor languages
In terms of number of speakers

At least top four in any list of top ten
Good or bad?

For practical reasons, we focus on
Only the major languages

Most of the major languages belong to two families
Indo-European and Dravidian

Lots of differences
But lots of similarities too
Even across families



Perhaps more difficult than for European languages
No capitalization
Which is a MAJOR clue for NEs

Very few reliable gazetteers available
Less standardization
Too many languages, too few resources
Less studied by researchers



Shared Tasks on Named Entities

Shared task
A competition like event
Where participants use the same data
For training, development (optional) and testing
Same method of evaluation
Participating systems ranked according to performance

Several shared tasks have been organized before
Message Understanding Conferences (MUC)
LREC 2004
CoNLL 2002 shared task



All kinds of approaches have been tried for 
European languages, especially English

Well, almost
As usual again

Most of the approaches can be classified 
based on the ‘features’ they use

Whether for rule based or machine learning or 
hybrid systems



Word form and POS tags (if available)
Orthographic features

Like capitalization, decimal, digits

Word type patterns
Conjunction of types like capitalized, quote, 
functional etc.

Bag of words
Word forms, irrespective of position



Trigger words
Like New York City

Affixes
Like Hyderabad, Rampur, Mehdipatnam, Lingampally

Gazetteer features: class in the gazetteer
Left and right context
Token length

Number of letters in a word
Previous history

Classes of preceding NEs



Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
Decision Trees
Maximum Entropy
Support Vector Machines (SVM)
Conditional Random Fields (CRF)
…



Defines the number of classes of NEs
CoNLL 2002 shared task had 4 tags

Persons, Locations, Organizations, Miscellaneous

MUC-6 has a near ontology for information extraction
Three main kinds of NEs based on

ENAMEX: Persons, locations and organizations
TIMES: Time expressions
NUMEX: Number expresssions

Out tagset has twelve tags in all
Twelve classes of NEs



NEP (Person)
'Orhan Pamuk' or 'Mark Twain' or 'Mohandas Karamchand
Gandhi' or simply 'Gandhi'

NED (Designation)
'Chairman' (as in 'Chairman Mao') or just 'The Chair' or 
'President' (as in 'President Bush') or 'Baadshaah' (as in 
'Baadshaah Akbar')

NEO (Organization)
'State Government' or 'Microsoft' or 'Al Qaida' or 'The Ministry of 
Love' 

NEA (Abbreviation)
'IBM' (or I.B.M.) or 'CRF' or 'APJ' or 'KKK' or 'VHP' 



NEB (Brand)
'Fanta' or 'Windows' or 'Linux' or 'Thumbs Up' or 'HP Laserjet
5M' 

NETP (Title-Person)
'Mr.' or 'Shri' or 'Mahatma' or 'Chakravarti' (as in 'Chakravarti
Rajagopalachari') 

NETO (Title-Object)
'The Seven Year Itch' or 'American Beauty' or '1984' (as in '1984 
by George Orwell') or 'One Hundred Years of Solitude' 

NEL (Location)
'Delhi' or 'New Delhi' or 'Uttar Bhaarat'



NETI (Time)
'10th July', '1968', '5 pm', 'Chaitra ke teesare din' 

NEN (Number)
'Fifty five', '3.14', 'one lakh' 

NEM (Measure)
‘Five kilos', 'three days', 'seven years' 

NETE (Terms)
'Horticulture', 'Conditional Random Fields', 'Sociolinguistics', 'The 
Butterfly Effect' 



No nested entities in manual annotation
Although they have to marked by the system

Maximal Entity: only the longest sequence 
forming an NE is to be manually annotated
Specificity: whether the expression identifies 
something specific as if by a name



Ambiguity: resolve by context
But abbreviations are to be marked only as 
abbreviations, even if they are something 
else

If a number means a measure, it has to 
marked as a measure



The document within <Story></Story> tag
Each sentence within <Sentence></Sentence> tag
NEs marked within (( and ))
The value of attribute ‘ne’ gives the NE class
The chunk is labeled as NP

This can be ignored
Legacy factor

Node numbers not really important
Tab separated fields

Minimum two, maximum four



<Sentence>
1 (( NP <ne=“NEO”>
1.1 Mahatma
1.2 Gandhi
1.3 International
1.4 Hindi
1.5 University

))
2 was
3 established
4 in
5 (( NP <ne=“NETI”>
5.1 1997

))
10 .
</Sentence>



<Sentence>
1 (( NP <ne=“NEO”>
1.1 (( NP <ne=“NETP”>
1.1.1 Mahatma

))
1.2 (( NP <ne=“NEP”>
1.2.1 Gandhi

))
1.3 International
1.4 Hindi
1.5 University

))
2 was
3 established
4 in
5 (( NP <ne=“NETI”>
5.1 1997

))
10 .
</Sentence>

Nested NEs are to be identified



Install JDK-1.5
Download Sanchay
Unzip (or untar) Sanchay
Read documentation in Sanchay/doc 
directory

On syntactic annotation

Ask if there is any problem





(Translation: The End)
(Alternatively: That’s All)


